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This paper surveys research and professional literature on preservation-related topics published in 2009 and 2010, identifies key contributions to the field in periodicals, monographs, and research reports, and provides a guide to the changing landscape of preservation in the digital age. The authors have organized the reviewed literature into five major areas of interest: tensions in preservation work as libraries embrace digital resources, mass digitization and its effects on collections, risk management and disaster response, digital preservation and curation, and education for preservation in the digital age.

The review article critically examines the literature of preservation published during a two-year period, 2009–10. Almost a decade has passed since the last review of the preservation literature appeared in Library Resources and Technical Services, covering the period of 1999–2001.1 In the interim, the evolution of the preservation field noted by Croft has accelerated, encompassing whole areas of practice that were in their infancy at the turn of the twenty-first century. In her review, Croft identified ten areas of emphasis in the literature: clarifying preservation misconceptions triggered by the publication of Nicholson Baker’s Double Fold; the continued importance of the artifact in the wake of new digital reformattting technologies; remote storage; mass deacidification; physical treatment and commercial binding; contingency planning, environmental control, and integrated pest management; unique formats (including audiovisual media); preservation reformattting; educational endeavors; and digital technology and preservation.2 While the impact of digital technologies was briefly addressed by Croft, primarily as the technique poised to replace microfilming as the reformattting method of choice, little attention was devoted to the development of theory and techniques for preserving born-digital materials or even the preservation of those digital surrogates resulting from the conversion of analog materials.3

In a remarkably short period, the professional discourse has changed utterly from the world described by Croft. Digitization is no longer an emerging tool; it is the established and often preferred method for reformattting.4 The emergence of Google as a key player in mass digitization of collections forced a shift in priorities for many libraries away from building and maintaining physical collections toward an emphasis on the creation of access avenues through the licensing of burgeoning digital collections of journals, books, and multimedia. These advances
coincide with other trends in library collections practices, including reducing the footprint of collections to make room for more seating in the library and more service areas and increased collaboration on last-copy print archiving.

Meanwhile, journal articles, research reports, conference proceedings, and technical literature reporting the latest development in digital preservation and the closely related area of digital curation have flowered in the last decade, resulting in a refocusing and broadening of the field to encompass new tools, techniques, and issues. In addition, recent developments in preservation education—particularly in the areas of digital preservation and curation—have resulted in discussion of how best to address needs for education and training as librarians and archivists care for hybrid collections of both analog and digital material.

**Scope of the Review**

While scanning the literature for this project, the authors initially cast a wide net to assess the degree to which the field has changed and expanded in the last decade. Techniques used to identify relevant literature included searching in relevant databases (such as Library Literature and Information Science Full Text and Library, Information Science and Technology Abstracts), scanning tables of contents of pertinent journals, examining publishers’ websites to identify recent new monographs, collecting reports from organizations known to be involved in preservation-related research, and monitoring electronic discussion lists devoted to preservation and digital preservation issues. This search uncovered more than 600 English-language sources published in the two-year period covered by this review. While the emphasis is still on research-oriented publications, changes in knowledge dissemination within the preservation field required the inclusion of many more electronic resources than were covered in past reviews, particularly in the areas of digital preservation and curation. This paper summarizes developments reported in the following genres: research articles, book chapters, and monographs; theoretical articles, book chapters, and monographs; substantial think pieces, including editor’s introductions to journal issues and books; research reports; and certain articles appearing in the technical and professional literature (excluding some types of literature, detailed below).

The authors compiled a subject bibliography, available online, which includes citations to those materials that could not be reviewed in this paper given space limitations of the journal. Categories of resources included in the online bibliography, but not this review, include technical leaflets, conference proceedings, audio and video (multimedia) resources, and web resources such as blogs and portal sites. The authors specifically excluded the following resource categories from this review and the supplementary online bibliography: book reviews; announcements; brief news articles (such as one would find in American Libraries, Library Journal, LC Information Bulletin, D-Lib Magazine, etc.); brief editorials and opinion pieces, except for substantive editor’s introductions as noted above; and reports on reformatting projects, unless they have been identified by the authors as case studies in best practices for digitization.

The authors organized the literature into five major areas of interest: The Physical and the Virtual: Libraries and Collections in Transition; Mass Digitization and Its Impact on Preservation Activities; Risk Management; From Preservation to Curation: Lifecycle of Digital Materials; and The New Preservationist.

**The Physical and the Virtual: Libraries and Collections in Transition**

One overarching trend that has influenced the practice of preservation in libraries and archives during 2009–10 is the continuing, quickly accelerating transition of collections from the traditional library, where physical objects are primarily managed onsite, to the hybrid library. In the latter model, legacy collections continue to be maintained, often at offsite storage facilities, but development and growth of electronic collections are increasing rapidly. These adjustments to the focus of collections and the nature of the library have significant repercussions for preservation activities and programs.

Despite the emphasis now being placed on digital collections and the virtual library, physical collections are still present and will continue to be around for many years, particularly archival and special collection material. Traditional methods of stabilizing the physical objects for handling and use are still important to the well-being of collections and essential to researchers. Conservators continue to work on objects, paper, books, and textiles in an effort to repair and retard natural deterioration or provide appropriate housing for long-term storage. Thus the literature of preservation continues to address key issues surrounding the care of the physical artifact. In this section, and the following two sections, the authors address the preservation of the physical object and the maintenance of physical collections.

The literature also exposes the struggles of preservationists and conservators to integrate the demands of digitization and digital preservation with the responsibilities that physical preservation work already presents. Digital endeavors in the library alternately contribute to and compete with traditional preservation work in terms of resources. New projects either stand in isolation as concerns about the physical condition of materials and their longevity or are paired with a digital component to provide access
to the intellectual content. This interconnectedness makes a review of the physical or traditional side of preservation literature difficult to separate from the new digital preservation initiatives, although in this literature review the authors sometimes sorted the literature in a way that may make activities in the field seem more circumscribed than they are in practice.

The Physical Artifact

The research and professional literature that deals with physical preservation and conservation reflects the maturity of this field in dealing with its perennial challenges: how best to safeguard collections by improving storage conditions and reducing damage from misuse, how to carry out treatments aimed at increasing the lifespan of circulating materials, and how to stabilize and protect fragile materials. Many articles merely synthesize and restate established information and standards for the preservation and conservation field.\textsuperscript{8} These articles tend to be aimed at international audiences and new practitioners, providing rudimentary guidelines and standards for preservation and increasing the longevity of collections. Topics such as inherent vice and the need for stable environmental conditions are discussed in detail, with appropriate suggestions for reducing external causes of deterioration. (The Society of American Archivists’ \textit{Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology} defines inherent vice as “the tendency of material to deteriorate due to the essential instability of the components or interaction among components.”\textsuperscript{9}) While the studies and projects may be new, the information imparted and results presented are familiar to long-time practitioners in the field.

The underlying imperative for many of these basic articles is the need for a preservation program or policies in all libraries. Most provide ammunition for instituting or continuing preservation programs that focus on longevity for collections, training in care and handling or basic repair techniques, and often, justification for preserving digital collections.\textsuperscript{10} While these articles accomplish the goal of conveying core preservation knowledge, they frequently do not discuss the costs of implementing preservation programs in an era of stagnant or shrinking budgets and insufficient staff resources.

Treatments and Binding

While all conservation literature published in the last two years is outside the scope of this review, the authors wish to draw readers’ attention to several key resources that will be of interest and direct them to the web bibliography for a more complete list of articles in this area. \textit{Restaurator}, and various publications of the American Institute of Conservation and the International Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, continue to be significant sources of information about conservation work. Other sources that are new on the conservation scene are several electronic journals (CeROArt, \textit{E-Conservation Magazine}, and \textit{e-Preservation Science Journal}) that often include articles on library and archival material, particularly paper-based objects.\textsuperscript{11}

Conservators often write about ethical issues surrounding the selection of appropriate treatments. Articles about treatments usually contain descriptions of conservation of individual items together with vibrant discussions of decision-making and techniques and their associated risks to the integrity or aesthetics of the object in question. For example, Brückle considers the benefits and risks associated with bleaching of paper documents and notes how conservators must always balance a treatment’s desired aesthetic outcome with its potential for harm to the physical structure of the object: “Deciding on a bleaching treatment requires the conservation expert to foresee the results of prospective treatment both technically and aesthetically, a prognosticative ability that always functions as an advance screening tool by which the risk of treatment can be minimized.”\textsuperscript{12}

Surveying and documentation continue to be cornerstones of good conservation and preservation practice. As Fischer writes, “Documentation is considered a basic requirement and an essential component of any conservation measure.”\textsuperscript{13} Conservators such as Hanus and colleagues and Liu and Wang also describe surveys of the condition and content of materials under consideration for conservation treatment and how the results of those surveys play a critical role in the identification of at-risk materials and the selection of objects for conservation.\textsuperscript{14} The most focused conservation articles deal with specific treatments accompanied by histories of the object or its cultural significance.\textsuperscript{15} Depending on the article’s audience, additional details include provenance, arrangement, and even how digitization efforts influence the conservation treatments.\textsuperscript{16}

Conservation treatments in the form of repairs or application of chemicals for various purposes, such as the removal of adhesives or pollutants, or to counteract the deleterious effects of high levels of acidity in materials continue to be an important tool in the preservation toolkit when item-level action is required. Paper conservation scientists focus on such topics as corrosive inks, removal of pressure-sensitive tape, paper bleaching, document flattening, paper strengthening, deacidification, and cleaning techniques.\textsuperscript{17} In their study of book conservation techniques in research libraries, Baker and Dube note an increased blurring of the lines for treatment of materials.\textsuperscript{18} They observe that conservation work on specific items is now integrated into a workflow of best practices. Rare and valuable artifacts are treated individually when needed by specialists; otherwise, hands-on treatments focus on increasing the longevity of collections and making standard repairs where necessary.
Significant works in the area of historical binding have recently become available, including books by Etherington, Leutz, Lindsay, and Miller. Etherington gives historical context for the integration of bookbinding knowledge into conservation. Interviews conducted by Leutz provide insight into current binding practice by contemporary practitioners. Miller's book helps librarians and historians decode the material nature of the bound volume. Lindsay's *Fine Bookbinding* is sure to become a well-thumbed resource for the book conservator seeking detailed instructions for basic and complex fine binding techniques using leather.

**Reformatting Print Materials**

Libraries create surrogates of print materials, also known as use or access copies, for various reasons: to protect originals from further damage, to replace originals if deterioration threatens to make originals unusable, or to enhance access by taking advantage of new technologies that permit analysis and manipulation of originals through, for example, optical character recognition of text to allow searching and magnification of the image.

A number of studies and projects discuss the use of microfilm to provide long-term access to physical content. Articles on this topic range from case studies, guidelines for decision-making, criteria for selecting digital repositories, and discussions of access methods and metadata. Although microfilm was once the gold standard for reformatting print material and ensuring long-term access to its intellectual content, the survival of microfilming as a preservation tool is now in question. One is more likely to read discussions of how to convert microfilm to digital images than descriptions of new microfilming projects. Yet microfilming is still used in many newspaper reformatting projects, both to ensure longevity of this information for centuries to come and to reduce the costs of digitization.

Conway has cautiously defined digitization for preservation as “an investment in the creation of lasting digital products,” rather than as a method of preserving objects in the traditional sense of stabilizing deteriorating or at-risk materials. As digitization activities have matured into programs within institutions and among members of consortia, key players in digital libraries and digital preservation have generated numerous best practice documents. Hurst-Wahl suggests that the field may wish to consider developing a universal set of guidelines governing selection, metadata schemas, scanning and quality control, and long-term preservation of resulting digital resources. This standard could be very beneficial for normalizing practices in digitization and encouraging interoperability. Until the field prioritizes formal standardization of digitization activities, however, new resources such as Bülow and Ahmon’s *Preparing Collections for Digitization* will offer useful compendia of best practices for practitioners and administrators.

**Other Media Formats**

While the brittle books crisis dominated the discourse of preservation in the 1980s and 1990s, the fragility of photographic and audiovisual material has become a significant worry for the preservation community during the last decade. Few libraries have media preservation specialists on staff, making assessment of rapidly deteriorating and obsolescing collections difficult. While interest in the content of the material may be strong, lack of expertise and dauntingly high reformatting costs present insurmountable hurdles for many institutions to overcome, particularly as librarians contemplate the needs of audiovisual material.

Libraries and archives face many technical challenges in preserving photographic audiovisual materials. The physical and chemical composition of these materials often leads to their rapid decay, particularly in poor storage conditions, and makes them easily susceptible to damage because of careless handling. Collections of such material are often poorly documented or contextualized, though many contain significant and rare content. The literature examined for this review reflects the continued interest in providing new information about the nature of deterioration of photographic and audiovisual material, and care on the physical artifact.

The Getty Conservation Institute’s recent edited volume on photographic conservation, which covers 150 years of technical information and research about the photographic medium, provides a welcome addition to the reference literature that gathers fundamental research and critical historical documents in one place. The Getty also published an English-language edition of Lavédrine’s helpful catalog of analog photographic processes, from daguerreotypes and heliographs to chromogenic prints and negatives. This volume also includes information of care of these materials.

Similar comprehensive publications in the area of sound recordings and moving images would be greatly welcomed by preservation specialists; the field suffers from having few authoritative reference sources in this area. The few that have been published are often difficult to procure in North America and many are dated. Instead, the literature of audiovisual preservation often favors case studies of preservation and restoration, which combine historical context of the material being preserved with description of techniques used to play back and make a preservation copy of materials. As part of preservation projects, archivists often must investigate original methods of capturing sound and images, and contend with problems associated with conversion of analog signals to digital formats. Reports on restoration work and contemplations of the ethics of restoration...
and access often dominate the literature on moving image preservation, revealing an ongoing pattern of self-reflection about the nature of restoration work and how the boundaries between ethical and unethical actions should be drawn.31

As Clarke notes, preservation of mixed-format archival collections often requires “compromises between ideal physical conservation treatment, patron usage requirements, and staff resources,” given the varying needs of different formats that make up these collections.32 Van Ness and Cox report that in the wake of Greene and Meissner's “More Product, Less Process” (MPLP) revolution in archival processing, archivists often find themselves reducing or eliminating routine preservation tasks such as rote removal of rusting staples, separation of photographs from other materials, or flattening folded materials. These day-to-day activities are overshadowed when considering the costs of more expensive conservation treatments.33

**Preservation Inside and Outside the Library**

As more and more libraries renovate and innovate to take best advantage of the square footage of the physical facility, library administrators are reconsidering the amount of space allotted to collections, service areas, and users. More collaborative working spaces and the ability to accommodate more users in the library rank high on most librarians’ wish lists. This reallocation of space often means that fewer physical collections are stored onsite and preservation workspaces may be moved out of the library building.

The shifts in collections and preservation work from onsite to offsite storage can have significant impact on collections and preservation activities. Collaborative efforts between consortia for collection development have reduced the overall number of copies of many resources, as collections are increasingly shared across many institutions rather than being seen as belonging to only one library.34 The Research Libraries Group (RLG) Partnership Shared Print Collections Working Group studied how a shared print policy for intra-collaborative cooperation might be devised.35 Off-site storage also affects processing of materials. Morris reminds preservation professionals that when fragile materials are newly cataloged before off-site storage, they may require additional protection because of increased use given that patrons are now able to discover those items via the catalog.36

At the same time collections are being moved to remote storage, preservation and conservation operations (along with technical services) are being moved out of libraries and archives and into their own buildings. Martyniak surveys academic institutions to understand how they protect collections from the elements, from loss, and from additional damage during these shifts.37 She identifies critical issues including devising methods of moving materials from the main libraries to the conservation facility that minimize damage, and tracking rare and special collections as they move from vaults and controlled access reading rooms to labs often miles away. Guill voices concern that archives needing sufficient space for processing and storing collections are now competing with demands to use more of the building for users.38 Less square footage devoted to these essential archival activities may have a negative impact in two ways: on archival security, because archival storage may be shifted to less desirable locations like basements and thus exposed to potential disasters such as floods, and on access to collections, because they cannot be processed as quickly with limited work space.

**Mass Digitization and Its Impact on Preservation Activities**

**The Google Decision**

Google’s book search partnership with some of the largest academic and public libraries in the world to digitize a significant corpus of their collections significantly affected the direction and scope of digitization projects and programs in libraries. While institutions once contemplated how they would be able digitize more than a small percentage of their collections because of prohibitive cost and copyright restrictions, universal access to much of the world’s knowledge seems within everyone’s grasp within the next decade, thanks to the efforts by Google and other consortia such as the Open Content Alliance.39 While intellectual property concerns continue to provide roadblocks to material still under copyright (see below), the technical and economic challenges seem to have been mostly resolved. Even the naysayers who worried about the fate of digitized materials, should Google no longer be a player in the years to come, may be at least partially reassured by the founding of HathiTrust (www.hathitrust.org) in October 2008, a non-profit organization devoted to the long-term preservation of products of Google Books and the Internet Archive digitization initiatives.40

**Mass Digitization, Preservation, and Libraries**

Ignoring the projected impact that Google Books and other large-scale digitization activities will have on preservation activities in libraries is difficult. Conway, summarizing the findings of Rieger’s report on mass digitization, foresees that most library books will reside in remote storage facilities, traditional preservation functions will reorient to support digitization quality control, and the artifactual value of books will pale in compari-
son to their digital surrogates—readily available for print-on-demand services but stripped of their tangible connection to their origins and history.\(^{41}\)

He argues that the enthusiasm for online access to an ever-increasing number of books and other materials should be tempered by the sobering realization that librarians and users may be sacrificing certain types of information about objects themselves and the circumstances of their creation in a ravenous desire for quick and easy access to the content they contain.

Large-scale digitization shifts priorities and requires difficult decisions about resource expenditures. Conway notes a series of dilemmas that mass digitization efforts have engendered.\(^{42}\) In a time of flat or declining budgets where most preservation dollars are spent on controlling environmental conditions in storage facility, administrators will have to choose between funding digitization activities and funding conservation treatments with the few resources left over in the preservation budget. Preservation-quality digitization, with its high standards for creation of acceptable surrogates that emphasizes full information capture, may be swept aside to increase productivity for digitization projects. Analog audiovisual material, which libraries are eager to have in more accessible formats, may become the victim of poor digitization decisions, which are made in absence of standards for audiovisual analog-to-digital conversion. The library and archival communities face a serious skills gap in the labor force in the areas of digitization and digital preservation, which is forcing institutions to use outside talent (i.e., vendors) until the profession has developed a critical mass of new information professionals equipped to manage this work, which may lead to declines in quality of work performed.

**Renewed Focus on Special Collections Materials: Revealing “Hidden” Treasures**

Because Google has taken the lead in converting print material to digital form, libraries have now turned their concerns to those materials that are not so easily scanned, indexed, or served to the masses. Providing digital access to special collections material in libraries and archives has become the new challenge for institutions in recent years. As Lynch states, “special collections are a nexus where technology and content are meeting to advance scholarship in extraordinary new ways.”\(^{43}\) Digitization of historically and culturally significant manuscripts and visual materials allows researchers to use tools of analysis, such as text mining, visualization, and image enhancement, creating new avenues of inquiry that were previously inconceivable.\(^{44}\)

In placing their attention on digitizing special collections and archival material, institutions hope to bring to light materials that were previously “hidden”—i.e., inaccessible for reasons of lack of documentation, obsolete formats, poor physical condition, or other barriers.\(^{45}\) Libraries and archives also have the opportunity to work collaboratively in bringing together materials of the same provenance that are physically held by various institutions; this endeavor has been described as virtual unification.\(^{46}\) Collaboration with users of digitized material can result in increased contextualization of digitized material through added metadata and annotation.\(^{47}\) Despite the benefits and opportunities that digitization of these hidden collections brings, libraries also must be wary of hidden costs, among them the expenses incurred to ensure long-term retention of the digital master files and the potential for damage to digitized originals as users increasingly seek the original after viewing the digital surrogate.

The fragility of special collections material can make digitization of these materials difficult. Deterioration and damage found in the original objects can introduce errors into digitized images of documents, which must be corrected using image processing technologies.\(^{48}\) Special collections material requires significant item-level assessment to identify potential problems before scanning and also may need conservation treatment before digitization as well as significant postproduction descriptive work. All of these concerns make such material less amenable to systemization and streamlining.\(^{49}\)

Rieger identifies a number of “principles of engagement” that must be considered before launching large-scale digitization initiatives for special collections and archival material, among which she lists the importance of developing a business plan to establish institutional principles, setting digitization specifications that “accommodate the versatile nature of special collections,” and weighing the consequences of quality control decisions.\(^{50}\) The wisdom of her directives should provide guidance to institutions contemplating collaboration with commercial partners on special collections digitization initiatives.

**Legal Roadblocks to Large-Scale Digitization Initiatives (Copyright)**

Copyright restrictions often present a significant barrier to digitization projects. While digitization of public domain materials is relatively straightforward and unproblematic from the perspective of being able to copy and distribute a work online freely, other materials require permission of the copyright holder or holders.\(^{51}\) For institutions wishing to digitize material, determining the copyright status of a published work can be time-consuming. If the publication date cannot be verified, or if the copyright owner cannot be found for a publication that should still be under copyright according to current laws, the library may decide not to move forward with digitization and digital distribution plans.
For those institutions that have been working with Google to gain access to digital copies of large parts of their collections, the recent overturning of the Google Book Search Settlement Agreement means that Google may be less likely to digitize orphan works whose copyright status cannot easily be determined. Lavoie and Dempsey, in their study estimating the number of books potentially still under copyright in library collections, could not determine how many orphan works may be lurking in the more than 12 million post–1923 books found in U.S. academic libraries, but suggest that if even 10 percent of that figure were orphans, the costs to research their copyright status would be significant and potentially be a deterrent to digitization of these materials.52

While the copyright issues surrounding book scanning and digital distribution have received the lion’s share of attention in recent years, the problems are equally acute for unpublished works that archives and libraries wish to digitize. For special collections materials, the amount of time required to contact rights holders to request permission to display digitized material online also can be very time-consuming and potentially very expensive. Akmon reports that the biggest obstacle to getting permission is nonresponse to requests.53 Archives have traditionally considered nonresponse the same as refusal to grant permission, and Akmon suggests that archives may want to reconsider this extremely risk-averse stance, as it means that significant percentage of documents in archival collections (sometimes as much as 30–40 percent of collections) cannot be made available to users online. Dickson reports similar difficulties with copyright clearance for archival materials and also recommends that a new definition of due diligence for manuscript and archival collections be developed that will define reasonable effort in copyright search and make it easier and less expensive to make such material available online.54

**Risk Management**

*Environmental Conditions and Collections Care*

Several articles reviewed for this project report on the effects of environment on collections, including the importance of establishing stable environmental conditions within cultural institutions, monitoring fluctuations, and selecting the appropriate monitoring devices or heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Chang and Falk studied the stability of environments in mid-twentieth-century buildings.55 Their survey and subsequent analysis emphasizes the need for collaborative efforts “to design more environmentally sound archive spaces.”56 Researchers also have examined the effects of air pollution and airborne fungi on deterioration of collections.57

Readers attempting to reduce vandalism of collections may find guidance in research conducted by Pérez, Cuadrado, and Cervera to determine user attitudes toward book vandalism, with the ultimate goal of developing intervention measures.58 They found punishment (e.g., fines and charging replacement costs), surveillance, and exhibits featuring mutilated materials to be potential deterrents.

**Disaster Response**

Response to and preparation for disasters continues to be an integral part of conservation and preservation management. The field of disaster response includes risk management, insurance, security of collections and buildings, and protecting materials from damage because of fire, flood, and other natural or manmade disasters.59 Lunde and Smith, and Fleischer and Heppner note that risk management, disaster response and continuous operations planning, and security are all essential for protecting collections and institutions from theft, damage, and loss.60 These disaster plans include preventing loss of digital resources, access to computers and databases, and minimal or no loss of revenue stream. Preparing for loss, preventing damage, and responding appropriately in the face of all types of disasters is essential for the economic and intellectual well-being of cultural institutions.

While resources written for cultural institutions tend to focus on recovery of collections, the new emphasis of disaster response efforts is the financial viability of the institution or the enterprise as a whole.61 Plans for disaster response and prevention need to include decreasing risks during renovation projects and creating security in safe zones. Harris and DiMarco provide guidelines and basic policies for protecting patrons and staff during a crisis such as a bomb scare or a shooter.62 Harris and DiMarco define lockdown as “an emergency protocol to prevent people or information escaping.”63 How does one control the panic and protect individuals? Planning for these situations is the key to a safe outcome. At the same time, institutions must consider the safety of buildings and collections during renovation. Again this requires planning, vigilance, and constant communication to prevent theft, fire, and water damage by inattentive construction workers, while minimizing the potential for injury and fluctuations in the environment in renovated areas.64 Oehlert’s points out the critical need for better inventorying practices for collections.65 As she notes, “A major component of library risk management is being able to precisely identify what you own.”66

**Preservation Planning and Programs**

Preservation planning must include a thorough assessment of risk to collections; these activities are particularly important
for assessing the value of collection to provide appropriate insurance coverage. Galbraith and Seago report on the development of a survey instrument by insurer AXA Art that may be used to determine risk in the areas such as security, fire detection and suppression, inventory control, and emergency planning. Bulow reports on a risk assessment to determine priorities in the area of preservation and reduce risk where financially feasible conducted by the National Archives of the United Kingdom.68 The survey determined high risk to financially feasible conducted by the National Archives of the United Kingdom.68 The survey determined high risk to collections because of uncontrolled storage conditions, poor storage and retrieval practices, and careless handling during digitization and microfilming projects; actions were taken immediately to resolve these problems.

Security

Using the word security in the broadest sense, failure to secure collections risks the loss of documentary heritage, collective memory, and intellectual property. In a special issue of Library and Archival Security devoted to security concerns in the archival environment, Cox and colleagues set the stage for discussing issues of security for collections, particularly archival materials.69 They note that security must be considered from two perspectives; physical security of collections to prevent theft and mutilation; and accountability and ethics. Accountability is defined as making certain all materials are present, arranged to be findable, and accessible to the public.

Neff expands on the study by Cox and colleagues by highlighting forgeries of materials in cultural institutions.56 In this case, forgeries include altered documents and dates, and falsified provenance. These types of forgery call into question the authenticity of the materials and the reputation of the curators. Griffiths and Krof focus on preventing insider theft.71 They observe that thinking that staff members are more honest than researchers is naive and stress that one must be ever vigilant to prevent loss and publicize thefts when they happen.

From Preservation to Curation: The Lifecycle of Digital Materials

In the last decade, many new sources on digital preservation and curation research have been established and others have expanded their coverage of digital preservation issues. Journals that have become essential reading for preservation professionals interested in these areas include Ariadne, D-Lib Magazine, Information Standards Quarterly, The International Journal of Digital Curation, and the Journal of Digital Information. Furthermore, many established journals have published special issues on digital preservation, such as Library Hi Tech, Library Quarterly, and Library Trends.

In addition to literature found in journals, research reports from the following organizations are often the first sources for information on groundbreaking projects in digitization, digital preservation, and digital curation.

In the United States:
- Association of Research Libraries (ARL)
- Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR)
- Educopia Institute
- OCLC Research

In the United Kingdom:
- Digital Curation Centre (DCC)
- Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC)
- Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC)

Definitions of Digital Preservation and Digital Curation

In the last decade, the areas of digital preservation and digital curation have emerged as new specialties for information professionals, as librarians, archivists, and curators have increased responsibilities to care for the products of digitization activities and born-digital materials. In 2007, the Preservation and Reformating Section of the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS) drafted short, medium, and long definitions of digital preservation; the medium-length definition states, “Digital preservation combines policies, strategies and actions to ensure access to reformatted and born digital content regardless of the challenges of media failure and technological change. The goal of digital preservation is the accurate rendering of authenticated content over time.”72 This definition reflects the changing understanding of what the phrase “digital preservation” connotes. Whereas it was once synonymous with digitization, the term now reflects a much larger set of responsibilities beyond reformating activities.

Digital curation has an even greater scope than digital preservation. While it includes many activities that can be characterized as preservation-related, it encompasses all aspects of the lifecycle of digital objects. The DCC has defined digital curation as “maintaining, preserving, and adding value to digital research data throughout its lifecycle.”73 Curation has a particular focus on the importance of data reuse by communities of practice, a function that is particularly important for the scientific disciplines but which also has significance for many other fields.

Digital Curation and the Lifecycle Model

Digital curation encompasses tasks such as creation, appraisal, ingest, various preservation actions, storage, transformation of data and objects into new objects, disposal,
reappraisal, and migration. To represent this concept of curation, the DCC developed a model to illustrate the relationships between the different processes and activities.74

The DCC Lifecycle Model may be seen as complementary to the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) model, which was first developed by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and later adopted as an international standard for archiving information (ISO 14721:2003). The OAIS model aims to establish the requirements for an archive “to provide permanent, or indefinite long-term, preservation of digital information.”75 Dryden notes that the OAIS model is “a conceptual framework for systems design, not a blueprint,” and that “different implementation strategies are possible within the framework.576

Both the OAIS and the DCC models are applicable to all types of information, not just scientific data, and have been widely adopted by institutions in the cultural heritage community. Similarly, curation is not a concept that is specific to the work accomplished by a particular discipline or industry, but may be applied to information management as it is practiced in any organizational environment. As Harvey points out, the DCC Curation Lifecycle Model “was not designed for any specific digital curation operation or for application to any particular discipline. It can be applied in a wide range of digital curation contexts, including institutional repositories, digital archives, and electronic records management.”77 He notes that it is particularly valuable because it conveys the critical knowledge that successful preservation and reuse of archived data rely on good data design and capture of essential information about data from the point of creation. Constantopoulos and colleagues, and Dubin and colleagues have suggested refinements to the DCC Model that would incorporate additional information about usage and semantic knowledge about curated objects.78

Creation and Use Patterns of Digital Material

The DCC Lifecycle model also is a helpful starting point in considering the progress that has been made in developing infrastructure for digital curation and designing tools to help achieve preservation and access goals. In the last few years, practitioners and researchers have focused significant attention on studying communities of practice and meeting technical challenges to support curation functions. In particular, the field has concentrated on the earlier part of the lifecycle by developing methods to study how users create, use, and reuse data. In a series of case studies, researchers from the JISC in the United Kingdom have examined a number of key communities in the hard sciences, social sciences, and engineering to identify patterns of data creation, use, reuse, and archiving through the Disciplinary Approaches to Sharing, Curation, Re-use and Preservation (SCARP) project.79 The purpose of the studies was to achieve “a better understanding of the diversity of researchers’ data practices, and of their needs and expectations of support for data management and preservation.”80 Similar studies in the arts and humanities areas have been undertaken or suggested, one example being the work accomplished by Benardou and colleagues for the Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities project, which aims to provide “the foundations (strategic, financial, legal, technological and conceptual) for the timely design and construction of the digital infrastructure requisite for scholarly research in the arts, humanities and cultural heritage in Europe.”81 Witt and colleagues offer guidance about how one might create data curation profiles, instruments that could be used to identify particular data forms that might be curated by an institution to support the work of particular domains or communities of practice.82

Technical Challenges of Digital Preservation

The technical challenges of preserving digital materials are numerous and daunting. At every point in the curation lifecycle, preservation managers must perform certain actions on digital objects and maintain information about those actions. Each phase in a digital object’s lifecycle involves a sequence of events. Harvey notes that the seemingly simple act of ingesting an object into a repository involves many steps, including, but not limited to, identifying file formats, generating fixity values (such as a hash digest or checksum), checking for viruses, generating metadata records for objects, converting files to a preservation-ready format (often referred to as normalization), and assigning persistent identifiers to files.83

At the point when the information package, containing the object and associated metadata, is submitted to the archive, throughout its life in long-term storage, and when that object is retrieved from the archive for delivery to data requestors, events and changes must be documented to maintain the provenance of the material. To accomplish these objectives, digital curators require technical solutions integrated into all stages of the data lifecycle. According to Harvey, “The ideal is to collect metadata by automated processes close to the point of data creation so that the need for costly human input is minimized.”84

Development and Evaluation of Digital Preservation Tools

The digital preservation communities in North America, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand have invested significant effort in the development of digital preservation tools and repository infrastructures. The complexity of managing objects in every phase of their lifecycle means that the possibility of any one institution or even consortia of institutions
building a repository environment that satisfies archiving requirements for every community of users is unlikely. Thus, given the enormity of challenge, this process of development has been highly collaborative. Many tools have been developed using open source development processes and have been distributed widely, available to anyone who wishes to download the source code. Examples of tools that have been made available to the public include the Library of Congress’ Transfer Tools, the JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation Environment (JHOVE/JHOVE2), the National Library of New Zealand’s Metadata Extraction Tool, and the National Archives of Australia’s Digital Preservation Software Platform.87 The literature contains several helpful articles published by developers or early implementers that explain the functionality of tools or report on tests of tools in experimental or production environments. Ashenfelder and colleagues explain how the Library of Congress Transfer Tools facilitate network transfer of digital files from data creators to the repository.86 The toolset uses the BagIt specification, which consists of a virtual container accompanied by a manifest that helps to maintain the original organization of the files and also acts as a seal of authenticity that the files have not been altered in any way during the transfer process. Abrams and colleagues report on the development of JHOVE2, a format characterization tool that allows repositories to identify and validate file formats, and also extract key file characteristics (also known as significant properties).87 These capabilities help repositories gather critical information necessary in preservation planning and developing action plans. While the development of individual tools to assist in particular activities such as format validation and integrity checks has been very helpful, Hswe and colleagues stress that digital preservation environments require the integration of tools into larger repository structures and workflows.88

Types of Preservation Repositories

Caplan categorizes digital preservation repository implementation into three models: distributed replication, repository and toolkit, and formal OAIS.89 The first model, distributed replication, is typified by the Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe (LOCKSS) repository. In the LOCKSS system, a group of institutions creates a private network running interconnected LOCKSS boxes. These boxes maintain the integrity of digital materials stored on each computer through continuous polling among its members, which ensures that copies remain unchanged and that corrupted files are replaced with new copies when necessary. Caplan points out that this is essentially for a “dark archive”—LOCKSS-style repositories were not designed to serve users materials, but to be an archive of last resort.

The second model, repository and toolkit, is common in Europe and Australia. In this scenario, institutions often run an institutional repository system such as DSpace or ePrints into which digital preservation tools can be integrated. It adds preservation functionality to systems that may not have initially been designed primarily to support preservation and curation activities. The European Preservation and Long-Term Access to Our Cultural and Scientific Heritage (PLANETS) project is an example of this model.

The last model, formal OAIS repository, is more common in North America. It is designed specifically to support preservation functions, from ingest to long-term storage to dissemination (e.g., the OAIS model). While tools are integrated into these systems at the time of initial distribution, implementers cannot add new tools as they are developed or swap out old tools for new ones (as can be done in the repository and toolkit model). The State of Florida’s Dark Archive in the Sunshine State (DAITSS) system, Portico (the digital preservation service offered by ITHAKA), and various institutional repositories of national libraries, such as Koninklijke Bibliotheek, the national library of the Netherlands, follow this model of development.

As repository design becomes more sophisticated, the micro-services model, where functionality is no longer interdependent with repository architecture, has appeared. Abrams and colleagues describe the approach, pioneered by the California Digital Library, as devolving function into a set of granular, independent, but interoperable micro-services. Since each of these services is small and self-contained, they are more easily deployed, maintained, and enhanced; at the same time, complex curation function can emerge from the strategic combination of atomistic services.90

Collaboration: Registry Services and Preservation Workflows

Developing tools, services, and repositories to support digital preservation and curation work is a highly collaborative process. Two areas benefitting from these joint efforts are data and registry services, and preservation workflows.

Data and registry services gather information from a variety of sources and make it freely available to the preservation and curation communities. Examples of registry services include format information registries such as PRONOM and the Global Digital Formats Registry (to be merged into the Unified Digital Formats Registry and the e-Journals Preservation Registry Service).91

Institutions work together, often within consortial arrangements, to develop effective preservation workflows that will benefit the field as a whole. Many are proof-of-concept exemplars that eventually may be incorporated into
production environments. The PLANETS project has created a series of tools and services that can be used together in a test bed environment to analyze the effectiveness of various preservation strategies.92 The Personal Digital Archives and Library System (PeDALS) Project, which works within the LOCKSS model, seeks to “articulate a curatorial rationale that describes an automated workflow for processing collections of digital archives and publications.”93 Developers have created a workflow for the Controlled LOCKSS (CLOCKSS) system, to make material openly available after “trigger events.”94 Other institutions reported on the development of workflow procedures and processes in the literature, including University of Oregon, in the area of electronic records management, and digital imaging at the University of Maryland.95 These reports should be seen as illustrative of the types of workflows under development.

**Metadata Standards for Preservation**

The last decade has seen significant progress in the development of metadata for digital preservation. PREservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS), first released in 2005 (version 1) and revised in 2008 (version 2), provides librarians and archivists with the means for documenting information about the digital object, its required technical environment, and its provenance, while also empowering professionals with the ability to record details of future preservation activities.96 PREMIS has become a key metadata standard for the digital preservation community and, according to Vermaaten, is often integrated with other standards such as METS (the Metadata Encoding Transmission Standard).97

Other notable developments in preservation-related metadata standards include the Repository eXchange (RXP) protocol, domain and format-specific metadata standards, and standards for embedding metadata in word processing documents. According to Caplan, Kehoe, and Pawletko, the Repository eXchange Package (RXP) protocol—a joint development by the Florida Center for Library Automation, Cornell University, and New York University—will facilitate transfer of materials between institutional repositories, solving problems of incompatibility between Archival Information Packages (AIPs) generated by different repository systems.98

Metadata standards for particular domains, formats, and applications also are under development. Otto reports on the current status of AES-X09SB, the Audio Engineering Society’s audio object technical metadata standard for audio objects.99 Otto identifies the critical need for a robust technical metadata standard for audiovisual material and explores the potential application of AES-X09SB for other types of complex multimedia, particularly moving images.

Naumann, Keitel, and Lang describe the development of a metadata schema for the Landesarchiv (State Archive) of Baden-Württemberg to handle information about heterogeneous digital archives.100 This standard aims to manage metadata from a number of different formats and genres of information, including statistical primary data; data from records management systems (RMS) and geographical information systems (GIS); office files; digitized papers, parchment, maps and photographs; system manuals; and data descriptions. Some older databases also include paper documentation, which can result in hybrid objects (i.e., a database with paper documentation). The metadata schema includes descriptive, technical, structural, and fixity elements.

In the area of scientific metadata, Matthews and colleagues introduce the Core Scientific Metadata Model (CSMD), which was developed by the Science and Technology Facilities Council of the United Kingdom.101 The CSMD model aims to “capture high level information about scientific studies and the data that they produce,” including information about the studies themselves and the people involved with them; annotations and indexing terms; publications associated with the studies; datasets, data files, and associated technical metadata; parameters of the studies, such as measurements used in samples and environments where data was collected; and authorization, indicating who may access and use study data.102

To assist curators in documenting files gathered through web harvesting activities, the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) has issued guidelines for implementing the Web ARChive (WARC) file format, which is becoming the accepted metadata standard for web archive files.103 This document gives direction on best practices in file naming, record identification, recording of information about harvesting and processing actions, and converting ARC files to the WARC format.

Last, Sefton and colleagues report on techniques being used to embed metadata and inline semantics in word processing documents to support access as well as preservation activities.104 These approaches are format-agnostic; the aim is for the technology to be usable in proprietary and open source environments (e.g., in Microsoft Word as well as in OpenOffice, with the Open Document Format (ODF) being the primary file format used). Semantic objects considered as candidates for embedding in documents include semantic terms, such as indexing terms or provenance information, block elements such as sidebars in technical manuals, and data visualizations.

**Preserving Authenticity of Digital Objects**

One of the thorniest problems that digital preservationists face in creating and maintaining trusted digital repositories is how to guarantee the authenticity of digital materials over time. Archivists employ a number of methods to ensure
the authenticity of digital objects, including following best practices in data security and backups, metadata generation to track all activities in all phases of the objects’ lifecycle, and the use of digital signatures and digital certificates for transfer of materials in and out of the digital archive.105 Because digital objects and records can be subjected to many transformations over their lifecycle as archivists work to keep them accessible to users, preservation activities and information about provenance must be well-documented.

Another concept closely related to authenticity is the idea that a digital object possesses features particular to its format, document genre, and presentation that must be retained when the object is transformed for purposes of preservation (i.e., reformatted or migrated).108 As Harvey notes, To keep digital objects, make them accessible, and be able to process and use them over time, we need to know precisely what it is we want to keep. More specifically, we need to know which of the properties or characteristics of the digital object we must maintain over time. These properties or characteristics are known as significant properties.107

While the concept of significant properties is valuable for preservation professionals who study the nature of digital objects and try to build systems to maintain authentic objects over time, significant properties cannot be defined absolutely and universally. What makes an acceptable copy is often in the eye of the beholder—different communities will have varying requirements for what constitutes the critical features of a document.108

**Risk Management and Preservation Planning for Digital Preservation**

Risk management for digital collections constitutes a key part of the planning process for digital preservation programs.109 Several risk management frameworks and tools have recently become available that will be valuable aids in preservation and curation work.

The concept of the trusted digital repository (TDR) has become a central trope of the digital preservation discourse, as the field strives to build reliable systems and structures for long-term storage of digital materials. In 2007, the Center for Research Libraries and OCLC published the Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification: Criteria and Checklist, known as TRAC, for TDRs.110 Several institutions, such as Cornell University and Columbia University, have used these criteria to assess risks to materials stored in digital repositories.111 TRAC is currently under review to become an International Standards Organization (ISO) standard.112

Two web-based toolkits that hold promise for assisting professionals in preservation planning are the Digital Repository Audit Method Based on Risk Assessment (DRAMBORA), developed by the Digital Curation Centre and Digital Preservation Europe, and Plato, developed by the Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access recently studied the sustainability challenge,
with a focus on analyzing the reasons for market failure in developing feasible digital preservation solutions. The task force report issued in 2010 created action agendas for the key players in the digital preservation field, including data creators, owners, repositories, and users to begin to address sustainability concerns in the United States. ITHAKA and PLANETS also studied the problem of economic sustainability in the United Kingdom and Europe. ITHAKA gathered case studies of how U.K. and European organizations are generating revenue and minimizing costs for digital preservation programs, finding that most programs rely on a mix of revenue generated from subscription, licensing, and consulting activities as well as cost institution financial support—few programs are completely self-sufficient at this stage. The recent white paper from PLANETS on the emerging market for digital preservation tools and services summarizes data from interviews with eighteen suppliers and vendors in the digital preservation arena. The study found that legal obligation to preserve material, either for business requirements or to fulfill an organization’s mission, is the key driver for digital preservation needs and activities now. Uncertainty about costs and potential economic benefits make constructing a good business model for digital preservation difficult, however.

The New Preservationist

The preservation field has seen several respected graduate programs experience cutbacks or even closure. The recent demise of conservation and preservation administration programs at the University of Texas and elsewhere suggest that the preservation and conservation professions are in a period of retrenchment and transition. In reflecting on these changes, one has a strong sense that further differentiation and stratification among practitioners and researchers in the preservation arena is likely, particularly as more and more material to be preserved originates in digital form rather than being the product of a reformatting action. As digital material becomes ever more central to collections and endeavors, concern grows about how best to preserve those digital materials and who will take on the responsibility of long-term care. The recognition that the next generation of librarians and archivists must be equipped to manage all types of collections—in various analog and digital formats—in all manner of institutions, has brought about numerous changes in how preservationists and conservators are being educated. In the last decade, several programs focusing on media preservation, digital preservation, and digital curation have been established to meet these critical challenges for safeguarding collections and providing increased access to this material. The recent literature suggests that the preservationists of tomorrow may possess a very different skill set from the generations that came before them.

Educational programs tend to emphasize the differences in the skills required of physical preservation and digital preservation professionals, rather than stressing a holistic approach, which would equip students to understand both traditions and knowledge bases. While arguing that a single educational program could equip students with collections conservation hand skills and the technical knowledge of information systems and programming required to build preservation-ready institutional repositories is difficult, any program that aims to educate either conservators or digital curators must emphasize the importance of developing managerial expertise and economic savvy. Additionally, the convergence of libraries, archives, and museums suggests that the field will need professionals who are boundary-crossers as well as specialists.

In the conservation field, practitioners have raised concerns that training based in academic programs, rather than conservation laboratories and in practice, will lead to conservators without sufficient preparation to actually perform the work required. Von Imhoff worries that the conservator emerging from current academic conservation programs lacks the hand skills required for basic repair and restoration tasks, despite an increasing knowledge of historical context and the science of conservation.

Meanwhile, programs in digital preservation and archiving have been focusing on developing laboratory environments that will allow students to experiment with new software tools and repository environments developed by practitioners in conjunction with programmers. The focus for these new laboratories is an increased emphasis on providing experiential learning opportunities beyond what has been available previously. Bastian and colleagues report that a curriculum laboratory in development at Simmons College provides students with learning modules offering scenarios they may encounter in practice and that give them tools and guidance to develop problem-solving skills. The educational content is being developed and tested in collaboration with several practitioner institutions and educational programs.

Continuing Education

While digital preservation and curation programs and initiatives—such as NEDCC’s School for Scanning and Digital Directions conferences, LYRASIS programs, and the University of North Carolina’s Digital Curation Curriculum (DigCCurr) II project—have been established at several information schools across the country, Molinaro expresses concern that the knowledge and skills in these areas have not fully penetrated to the local level of practice despite such programs. Local institutions, which lack access to basic information about best practices of digitization and digital
preservation, may make poor decisions when converting materials to digital form or when planning for storage or migration, leading to collections that have a poor chance of long-term survival. Molinaro states,

If we have any hope to preserve the digital record of our lives and collections there must be a coordinated effort that takes advantage of the years of work that has been put into the development of the practices that will provide the best shot at sustainability. People at the local level must be encouraged and supported to represent their collections and communities in a digital form that has a very good chance to persist over time. We must leverage the expertise that exists and make it easy for people at the local level to know what to do.129

One project that targets the need for information and expertise at the local level is the Digital Preservation Outreach and Education program, which is a new initiative of the Library of Congress National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP).130

Conclusion

The literature reviewed for this paper reveals a preservation field grappling with tremendous change. The authors reviewed and discussed literature in five areas: the tensions and challenges for preservation administrators as libraries embrace digital resources, mass digitization and its effects on the longevity of collections, increased awareness of risk management and disaster response, the need for digital preservation and curation, and the changing focus on preservation education in the digital age. Libraries are in the process of reinventing themselves and preservation practice will inevitably follow suit. As libraries become collaborative workspaces, making more room for users and shifting print collections and preservation activities offsite, preservation professionals will engage less in custodial activities and more in the work of making long-lasting, accessible digital products through the processes of digitization and digital curation. The future of the preservation field lies in effective implementation of digital technologies for collection building, strong leadership in standards and best practices development, and careful management of resources to continue to care for print collections and give increased attention to those materials that most need our attention (audiovisual and born-digital materials). While preservation professionals’ responsibilities to care for the record of human activities continues to grow with the development of information technologies, those same technologies offer them opportunities to increase access to materials in ways unimaginable in decades past. As Conway writes, “It is the end of preservation as we know it,” but the authors believe that the profession has many reasons to be optimistic about the future.131
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